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In 2007, Twitter had 5000 tweets each day. Twitter now estimates there are over 400 million 

tweets daily, which together create a new level of digital noise. Clive Thompson in the New 

York Times article, “Brave New World of Digital Intimacy,” has a name for this sort of 

incessant online contact: ambient awareness. He says, “It is. . . very much like being physically 

near someone and picking up on his mood through the little things he does — body language, 

sighs, stray comments — out of the corner of your eye.” Twitter and other social networking 

microblogging tools, such as Facebook’s Newsfeed, Instagram and Vine are changing social 

interactions.   Technology is moving dangerously close to allowing a reality augmented with 

copious amounts of data.  Through my work, I question how these virtual interactions change 

physical, real-world communication.

I have worked with the implications of the Internet on social interactions and instances 

of virtual touch since my graduate work in 2002.  In 2007, I began collaborating with 

Nate Larson, faculty at Maryland Institute and College of Art. Our first project, Witness, 

utilized psychic techniques the government developed during the cold war as means of 

communication. We sent and received messages through telekinesis. The messages were 

recorded through a series of drawings and photographs that comprise the exhibition. Within 

the exhibition, we also asked viewers What they would/wouldn’t need if they had reliable 

psychic abilities. The majority of answers became summed up by one response– I wouldn’t be 

so lonely.  This loneliness became the impetus for Geolocation: Tributes to the Data Stream. 

Geolocation, utilizes gps coordinates embedded in tweets to locate them in the physical 

world. We mine the public timeline of tweets for those with gps coordinates, then mark the 

locations with a photograph, including the original tweet below the image. Like a historical 

marker on the side of the highway, these photographs interrupt a historical narrative, that of 

the Twitter public timeline. 

In 2012 I began using sound and data generators to record unedited automated readings of 

tweets and status updates.  It culminated in our latest project first responders, where the 

sound of 183 cell phones ringing mimics the sounds of contemporary disaster scenes (listed as 

a Vimeo link in this material).  It is paired with found cellphone footage of the Aurora movie 

theater shooting. The work will be an immersive video installation, tentatively scheduled for 

2017 at the George Eastman Museum.
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While on residency, at the Robert Rauschenberg Estate in 2013, I created a new portfolio of 

28 photographs, Sleeping Under Rauschenberg.  Each night on the estate I slept with one 

object found in the studio or houses on the property.  I then photographed and returned the 

objects the following morning.  It is my homage and journal of working and sleeping under 

an artistic great, an attempt to connect to a figure so large through the remnants of the most 

minimal personal affects.   

During that same time, Nate and I began work on a small series “The Death of the Gold 

Standard”, which investigates various economic indices, such as the Economist’s Big Mac 

Index, and the Starbucks Tall Latte Index.  The Waffle House Index of  Service is utilized by 

FEMA to determine the scale of natural disasters, and in the photographs included here you 

will see the code yellow menu photographed.  

 

Within all my work there is a return and a longing for touch in this virtual age.  Touch may 

be through sleeping with objects, memorializing Internet strangers, developing psychic 

connections or recreating specifics of private scenes of public disasters.  I redefine the haptic 

in this time of virtual pandemonium. 

 


